Abstract - Health has high significance in our daily lifestyles. Sound fitness is essential to do the each day paintings properly. These task ambitions at developing a machine which offers frame temperature and coronary heart charge using LM35 and pulse sensor respectively. These sensors are interfaced with controller arduino uno board. wi-fi records transmission executed by way of arduino through wi-fi module. ESP8266 is used for wi-fi data transmission on IoT platform. The usage of think speak records visualization is executed on factor speak and record of statistics may be stored over time frame. These facts are saved on internet server so that it could be seen to who logged.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

The main concept of this paper is to create a low cost affordable health monitoring system for people in remote locations where availability of specialist doctors is not possible. This system is portable and low cost and can be easily operated by anyone with limited knowledge. Also this concept is developed using IOT, so that the data can be sent to a remote server from which it can be accessed by doctors. Their contribution in clinical area may be very critical to us and can't be neglected. Additionally Early detection of continual diseases may be easy with this generation. [1]

The Pulse sensor and LM35 are generating analog output, so they are interfaced to analog pins. Using the Pulse-oximeter, Pulse rate can be obtained. All the above readings (Blood pressure, temperature) are read through respective pins and are stored in various variables along with displaying on LCD locally.

1.1 Motivation

In rural hospitals, the facilities for health caring are restrained. Everyone must get the knowledge of own fitness as easy and early as possible. Also it needs to be worth for each.

In growing nations there is lack of resources and control to reach out the problems of individuals. A common man cannot find the money for the steeply-priced and day by day check-up for his health. For this cause, a diverse system which provides clean and assured being concerned unit has been developed. This machine reduces time with adequately handled system.

1.2 Related Work

Modern fitness care gadget introduces new technology like wearable devices or cloud of things. It offers flexibility in phrases of recording sufferers monitored records and ship it remotely thru IOT. For this connection, there is want of comfy data transmission .To transmit the records with privacy is the Moto of this paper. The proposed gadget introduces protection of fitness care and cloud of factors .device works in two important components viz. garage level and information retrieving stage. In storage stage, statistics is stored, up to date for destiny use. In statistics retrieving degree, retrieve data from cloud. The cloud server can proportion with authenticated consumer as in keeping with request. A patient with wearable gadgets constantly updates his report every 5 or 10 min. In emergency mode, it updates for each 1 min. The wearied device will send effects to phone the usage of Bluetooth connection or NFC era. This will able to give to cloud server using GSM and 3G. At cloud server, every affected person is defined with specific address. So records at cloud can authenticate the proper patient and provide the specified request. [2]
Tele tracking machine through WBAN is evolving for the want for domestic primarily based cell fitness and personalized medicine. WBAN can capable of acquire the information obtained from sensor and record the output. This output outcomes sent to controller wirelessly to health monitoring machine. on this paper, ZigBee is used to in WBAN technology because of its guaranteed delay requirement for fitness tele tracking device. ZigBee used inside the communication. [3]

Afef M dhaffar, Tarak Chaari, Kaouthar Larbi, Mohamed Jmaiel and Bernd Freisleben has explained low energy WAN network to carry out evaluation of monitored information in fitness being concerned system. They have mounted WAN community for verbal exchange as much as the variety of 33mm at around 12 m altitude. Additionally they’ve validated that energy consumed via Lora WAN network is ten instances less than the GPRS/3G/4G. The IOT structure has been given for step clever working for expertise of IOT .the primary reason of Lora WAN is the electricity consumption. The energy consumption in idle mode for Lora WAN is 2.8mA at the same time as in GPRS is 20mA. The hardware cost in Lora WAN is 10doller whilst in GPRS is 50 greenback. Maximum information price in Lora WAN is 50kbps (uplink); 50 kbps downlink while in GPRS is 86.5 kbps (uplink, 14 kbps (downlink). This end result gives the general performance of Lora WAN within the demonstration of IOT for fitness monitoring system. [4]

Mohammad M. Masud, Mohamed Adel Serhani, and Alramzana Nujum Navaz had given the size of ECG indicators at numerous periods and at distinctive conditions. they have got considered power aware, restricted computing assets and lose network continuity challenges. For these challenges; mathematical model has been developed to execute each challenge sequentially. There are three methods designed to work out the manner. One is mobile based totally monitoring approach, facts mining and third is system mastering method [5]

Ayush Bansal , Sunil Kumar, Anurag Bajpai, Vijay N. Tiwari, Mithun Nayak, Shankar Venkatesan, Rangavittal Narayanan makes a specialty of development of a device that is capable of detecting vital cardiac events. Using a complicated far off monitoring machine to locate signs which result in fatal cardiac events [6]

Hamid Al-Hamadi and Ing-Ray Chen gives believe primarily based fitness IOT protocol that considers danger class, reliability believe, and loss of fitness opportunity as layout dimensions for choice making. Comparative evaluation of accept as true with based totally protocol and baseline protocols to test feasibility. [7]

Muthuraman Thangaraj Pichaiah Punitha Ponmalar Subramanian Anuradha. "virtual health center" time period is introduced for hospital control. It permits computerized digital clinical data in wellknown. also discusses with the implemented actual international state of affairs of clever self-reliant clinic management with IoT. [8].

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The main objectives of this work are listed below.

- To broaden fitness tracking machine i.e. it measures body temperature and coronary heart rate.
- To lay out a gadget to store the affected person facts over a period of time using database control.
- To do analysis of collected information of sensors.
Table 1 below shows Comparison of sensors and technology used in the work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title of Paper</th>
<th>Sensors used</th>
<th>Technology used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet Of Things (IOT) Enabled Smart Autonomous Hospital Management System– A Real World Health Care Use Case with the Technology Drivers</td>
<td>Various types of sensors used</td>
<td>Digital Hospital Smarter Hospital Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote health monitoring system for detecting cardiac disorders</td>
<td>12-lead ECG probe</td>
<td>Mobile based algorithm Deployment, Bluetooth sensor device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT-based Health Monitoring via LoRaWAN</td>
<td>B.P., Temp., glucose</td>
<td>LoRa Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource-Aware Mobile-Based Health Monitoring</td>
<td>ECG sensor</td>
<td>ECG processing analytics module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Of Things (IOT) Enabled Smart Autonomous Hospital Management System– A Real World Health Care Use Case With Technology Drivers</td>
<td>ECG,EKG</td>
<td>IoT enabled data modelling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Block Diagram

Fig. 1 shows the proposed system. The health monitoring sensors are used to collect health related data i.e. for data acquisition. Communication can be done by controller for sending data on internet wirelessly. Data processing has been done at server. All data collected and aggregated at server point. To get health related information in understandable format it can be shown on web page i.e. data management. Arduino UNO is a microcontroller based on an ATmega 328.

Simulation is done on Arduino IDE software. The ATmega16U2 provides serial data to the main processor and has a built-in USB peripheral. Arduino Uno power cable Standard A-B USB cable. It has 14 digital I/O pins. The ESP8266 WiFi module is a self-contained SOC with incorporated TCP/IP protocol stack that can offer any controller access to WiFi network. It uses 802.11 b/g/n protocols. Standby power consumption is less than 0.1mW. Sensor is put in contact with body and it senses body temperature. Pulse sensor is designed to give analog output of heartbeat when a finger is placed on the sensor.

![Fig. 1. Block Diagram of System](image)

3. COMPONENTS USED

The various components used in this work are listed below.

3.1 Arduino UNO

Modern Arduino uno is micro controller based totally on ATmega328. Simulation is completed on Arduino IDE software. The ATmega16U2 gives serial facts to the primary processor and has a built-in USB peripheral. Arduino Uno has energy cable widespread A-B USB cable. It has 14 virtual I/O pins.

3.2 Temperature Sensor

LM35 sensor is used for dimension of frame temperature. Sensor is positioned in contact with body and it senses body temperature. It’s miles calibrated linearly in Celsius. It has low self-heating capability. Additionally id doesn’t require external calibration. The LM35 series are precision incorporated-circuit temperature gadgets with an output voltage linearly-proportional to the Centigrade temperature. The LM35 tool has a bonus over linear temperature sensors calibrated in Kelvin, as the person is not required to subtract a large steady voltage from the output to attain handy Centigrade scaling.

3.3 Pulse Sensor

The heartbeat Sensor is a plug-and-play heart-fie sensor for Arduino. it could be used by students, artists, athletes, makers, and recreation & cell developers who want to without problems include stay
heart-rate statistics into their tasks. Essence it's miles an included optical amplifying circuit and noise doing away with circuit sensor. Clip the pulse Sensor on your earlobe or fingertip and plug it into your Arduino can examine heart price. Additionally an Arduino demo code that makes it easy to apply. The pulse sensor has three pins: VCC, GND & Analog pin.

### 3.4 Wi-Fi Module

The ESP8266 wireless module is a self-contained SOC with incorporated TCP/IP protocol stack which could provide any controller access to wireless network. It makes use of 802.11 b/g/n protocols. Standby energy consumption is less than 0.1mW. The ESP8266 is a very user friendly and occasional value tool to offer net connectivity for your projects. The module can paintings both as a get right of entry to factor (can create hotspot) and as a station (can connect to wi-fi), as a result it is able to effortlessly fetch facts and add it to the net making net of things as easy as possible. it may also fetch facts from internet the use of API's consequently your challenge could get right of entry to any information that is available within the net, accordingly making it smarter. Some other thrilling characteristic of this module is that it may be programmed using the Arduino IDE which makes it loads extra person.

### 3.5 IOT Platform

- Use the ThingSpeak platform to send data to the cloud from any internet-enabled tool.
- Actions and indicators primarily based on real time facts can be configured and values of the statistics via visual gear may be unlocked.
- Use of ThingSpeak gives a platform for builders that allow them to easily seize sensors facts and flip it into useful statistics

### 4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Fig. 2 indicates the connection among the liquid crystal display and the Arduino. Arduino is likewise linked to the pulse sensor and LM35 temperature sensor. It indicates the overall interfacing of the controller.

![Fig. 2. Interfacing of LCD and Sensors with Arduino](image)

Fig. 3 shows the Output on LCD of pulse sensor and temperature sensor. The heartbeat sensor is fixed to the patient's finger. This contains an IR sensor in it. Every pumping is from that sensor. The sensor output is given to the Arduino.

![Fig. 3. Setup of System](image)

Fig. 4 gives parameters that is temperature and pulse rate is shown online on IOT platform. IOT based patient monitoring system effectively monitor patient's health. Output varies based on the temperature; this output is also given to Arduino.

![Fig. 4. Output of the System](image)
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